“Closing the Divide”
A Collaborative Group Exhibition
with Adelson Galleries and N’Namdi Contemporary

Aithan Shapira
Beacon Street, Ginkgo, 2015
Oil on canvas
21 3/4h x 16 1/4w in
$ 3,500.00

Aithan Shapira
Beacon Street, Branches, 2015
Oil on canvas
21 5/8h x 16w in
$ 3,500.00

Magdalena Murúa
Valiant, 2018
Comic book pages
32h x 40w in
$ 10,000.00

Magdalena Murúa
Broken Dragon Ball, 2020
Comic book pages
35 1/2h x 47 1/4w in
$ 12,500.00

Peter Reginato
Thin Woman, 2008
Stainless steel
43h x 16w x 11d in
$ 12,000.00

Peter Reginato
Season at Coole, 2007
Stainless steel
19h x 26w x 15d in
$ 10,000.00

Antonio Carreño
Path, 2007
Oil on canvas
72h x 58w in
$ 12,000.00

Antonio Carreño
Blue Moonlight, 2018
Oil on canvas
44 7/8h x 52w in
$7,500.00

Antonio Carreño
Blue Transcending, 2018
Oil on canvas
52h x 44 7/8w in
$7,500.00

Antonio Carreño
Miniature Series, 2018
Oil on wood
12h x 12w in
$2,000.00 Each

Antonio Carreño
Miniature Series, 2018
Oil on wood
12h x 12w in
$2,000.00 Each

About the Artists

AITHAN SHAPIRA
Born in America to Israeli parents, Aithan Shapira has always been exposed to multiple perspectives—both inherited and
lived—the presence of which permeates his paintings, prints, and concrete constructions. His subject matter spans more
than a decade across three continents tackling conflicting fields of view, whether simultaneously addressing two sides of
a wall or matters of migration or of false hope.
His works are characterized by their layers of contradictions, some more overt in material and form such as concrete and
soap life preservers, and others more subtle as inverting depths of field or his attention to light as a solid often blocking
other objects from view and an expansive palette of yellows ranging from desert to golden sun to honey that he makes
symbolically from scratch mixing pigments from earth, ash, and limestone. Just as the tone in which something is said
can alter its meaning, Aithan weaves shape and pattern into tightly composed poetic representations that ask us to
consider the malleability in which the same object can take on vastly different meanings. Critic Cate McQuaid of the
Boston Globe writes, "Every line, every shading seems deliberate and felicitous, as discerning about what beauty
comprises." (2015). Prevalent themes in Aithan’s work: migration, place-making, way-finding.
"My work is not about me; it is a mirror of us, and it does not show what we are but reflects what we can become.” Shapira
In 2012, he gave a TEDx talk entitled We Are All Cubists, in which he explored multiple perspectives and the way we
view both history and the present. Aithan currently lives with his wife and daughter in Boston, MA, where he has a
studio. He teaches at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and gives an intensive drawing course at MIT.
“One of the defining memories from my childhood involves standing beside my grandfather hunched at his workbench
in the back of his small electronic shop in Jerusalem watching him take apart a toaster and put it back together again,
hopeful to learn something and make it better. I remember thinking: ‘I want to do that, too,’ and I decided then and
there that I was going to be an artist like my grandfather.”
— AITHAN SHAPIRA

MAGDALENA MURUA
(Argentinian, b. 1975) Magdalena Murúa was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where she lives and works. She studied at
the Argentina School of Photography and has worked with painters like Roberto Scafidi, Roberto Fernández and Paula
Socolovsky. Murúa works in a collage style, using pop-culture media, often comic books, to create stunning op-art that
appears like an abstract, geometric or patterned image from afar. The work of Magdalena Murúa conveys molecular
vibration – it’s building blocks are perforated or deconstructed cultural elements derived from comic books (Hulk,
Batman, Archie, etc.), which are altered and given a new meaning. The collages are characterized by dematerialization,
and their essence is simultaneously playful and spiritual.

PETER REGINATO
(American, b. 1945) A noted contemporary sculptor whose chosen medium is steel, Reginato was born in Texas, but
grew up in California. His whimsical abstract forms employ a variety of textures and colors, grouping together painted
(and sometimes perforated or folded) metal shapes in a collage-like fashion. The shapes are sometimes layered, but are
often connected using thin steel pipes the artist calls "wires," allowing individual elements to seemingly move about in
space. Reginato credits California's car culture for encouraging his early interest in metal, and his training in engineering
and metalwork for the fine craftsmanship with which his works are constructed. Though abstract, Reginato's exuberant
sculptures possess an anthropomorphic feel, and the collage-like nature of his compositions imbues each work with a
distinct personality. Reginato has recently produced a series of sculptures in entirely unpainted steel, adding a new
dimension to his work.
The artist's many honors include a Guggenheim fellowship and scores of solo gallery and museum exhibitions in the U.S.
and abroad. His work is found in numerous prestigious private and public collections, including the Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, Washington D.C., and The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

ANTONIO CARREÑO
Antonio Carreño was born 1963 in the Dominican Republic and attended the National School of Art in its capital, Santo
Domingo. He Migrated to the United States in 1980 and furthered his studies at the Art Students League in New York
where he continued painting Latin American surrealism art.
Carreño creates a world full of spirituality through his art. In this world you can see carefully executed brush strokes and
feel emotions emit from the paintings. Abstraction is what gave Antonio a platform to express himself while letting the
art speak to the viewer in its own personal way. Carreño prefers to work outdoors where nature inspires his paintings.
He lays his canvases or board-backed paper on a flat surface that becomes a painting table, thus, he can move around it
as the painting grows. He states that many of the quick-drawn elements in his pictures come from nature that can be
seen in the woods around his home. His paintings are obvious and mysterious. He feels that his best works are done
quickly, preferring to work fast. Antonio now resides in a rural area of New Jersey.
Carreño has sold several artworks at auctions including “She as Constellation #2” at Bonhams & Butterfields, Los Angeles
and more at Sunset Estate Auction in 2011. He has been featured in articles like “Morris Museum Executive Director
Curates: Abstract Art from the Permanent Collection”, written for ArtDaily in 2009.

